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0755-1055 Monday 15 December 2008 SHOW ALL WORK ON THIS TEST PACKAGE

Tear off the last sheet of this exam. It containsproblems27,28,29,30. Do these problemsfirst
WITHOUT YOUR CALCULATOR. When youare finishedwiththese 4 problems, return the
sheet to your instructor, take out you calculator,and completethe rest of the exam.

PART ONE: MULTIPLE CHOICE (50%). The first20 problemsare multiple-choice. Fill in the
best answer on your Scantron bubble sheet. Writeyour name,alphanumber,instructor and
section on this test and your bubble sheetand bubble in your alphanumber. There is no extra
penalty for wrong answers on the multiplechoice. Showall yourscratch work on this test.

CALCULATORS ARE PERMITTED FOR THIS MULTIPLE CHOICE SECTION.

1. For the right triangle shown, which trigonometric

function applied to e gives a result of J5 ?
2

a) sm b) cas c) tan

Li :1.
d) cot e) see

2. For the triangle in problem #1, the angle e (in radians)is closestto which of the following?

a) 0.46 b) 0.50 c) Jr/6 d) Jr/3 e) 2.00

3. If loga(x)=2 and loga(y)=3,find loga(x2/y).

a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4 e) 5

a) 0 b) 1 c) 2

4. If f(x) = X2 + 1 and g-I is the inve;se

for the function g graphed on the right, find f(g-l (1».

5. The graph for y = In(x) is sketched on the right.

Find the slope of the line through pointsP and Q.
( P has an x coordinate of 1 and Q has an x
coordinate of e.)
1

a) ~L..
b) 1

1
c) -

1e-

/

d) e e) e-l

d) 3 e) 4

Yj

i
I i

;: - If

Y



1

7, If I is a function with 1(1) =3 and 1'(1) = 2, then the tangent line to the graph of y = I(x)

at the point correspondingto x =1 has a y interceptequal to :

a) - 1
d) 1

b) 0
e)1C12

c) 2/3

8. If I is a function whosegraph is shownon the right,
which of the following could be the graphfor I' ? ~

~x

-1 -,1 i ;z .3

a) 1 b) 2 c) 3

c.) d)

-Y~"x
e) 5

e)Q) 6)

9. If the graph of I' is shownon the

right, then the graph of I has a local
maximum at what x value?

d) 4

10. If the graph of I' is shown in problem#9, then I" is maximum at:

a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4 e) 5

11, Find the slope of the linetangent
to the curve given implicitlyby
x2y_/ =3 atthepoint(2, 1),

a) 1
b) -1
c) 4
d) -4
e) none of the above
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6. Find limJex) where I(x) = { 2,

x:::;;1

X I sm(1l'x), 1< x

a) -1 b) 0 c) 1
d) 1r12 e) none
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Use the graphs of the fW1ctionsf and g on
the right to solve problems #12 and #13.

-r

a) -3
d) 6

b) 0
e) d.n.e.

c) 2/3 3

12. If hex) = l(x)1 g(x), find h'(I).

J

13. If k(x) = I(g(x)), find k'(l).

a) -3
d) 3/2

b) 1
e) d.n.e.

c) 4/3

14. Find the rate of change of the volumeof a
cube with respect to time at the moment
when the edge length (x) of the cube is 2m
and is increasing at a rate of 0.1m1s .

0),''f

a)

d)

0.1 m3 1s

1.1 m3 Is

b)

e)

8 m21s

0.8 m I s

c) 0.8 m3Is

15. The Mean Value Theorem states that for the function

I graphed on the right there is at least one number c

in the interval [a, b] = [-2, 2] where

f'(c) = f(b) - I(a) . Basedon the graph,which ofb-a
the following numbers is the best extimatefor c ?

'I

f

-:<. -..L .L

J'

5e.~Qn~

/;/ie..
a) -2
d) I

b)
e)

-1
2

c) 0

16. Use your calculator to sketch the graphs for y = e -x and y = x 3 + x 2 - 1 and detennine the
x - coordinate of the point of intersection accurate to two decimal places.

a) -0.20 b) 0.87 c) 115 d) 2.72 e) d.n.e
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17. Find ~ (f: t2 Sin(t)dt).

a) COS(X2) b) x2 sin(x)
3

c) ~sin(x)
3

x3
d) -cos(x)

3
x3

e) - -cos(x)3

18. Detennine fo4j (x)dx for the function j

whose graph on the right consists of 3 line segments.

i
3

a) 2
d) 6

b) 3
e) 8

c) 5
J

x

-.1

-l~

-3

19. If the table on the right gives the velocity
of a car at various times, find the
average acceleration (ftls 2) of the car over the
time interval [ 1, 3 ].

a) 5 b) 13 c) 26 d) 31 e) 51

20. Use the table in problem #19 to approximatethe distance traveled (ft) over the time interval
[ 0 , 4 ] by using M2 , the midpointmethod using two subintervals.

a) 13 b) 26 c) 51 d) 72 e) 102
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Part Two. Longer Answers (50%). Theseare not multiplechoice. Again, SHOW ALL YOUR
WORK ON THESE TEST PAGES. CALCULATORS PERMITTED FOR ALL
PROBLEMS EXCEPT 27, 28, 29, 30.

21. The graph of a function I is shownon the right (two line segments).
y

a) Write the fonnula for y =I(x) as a piece-wisedefined function.

, ,., 3 xb) Explainwhy I hasan inversefunctionI-I .
. -I

-l

c) Sketch the gTaphof I-Ion the sameaxes with f. . - j

d) Sketch the graph of y =- I(x) + 2

on the same axes with f.

22. Sketch the graph of a single function(on the axes below) which satisfies all of the following:

d) f'(-I) = 0;

g) limf(x) = 3.x~l '

b) lim I(x) = 1.
x-+ - 2- ,

e) lim I(x) =-00.
x-+0 - ,

h) limf(x) =1,x~oo I

c) lim I(x) =-1.x-+- 2 + '

f) lim f (x) =2 .x-+o + '

i) lim f(x) =00
X~-G()

a) lim f(x) = O.x~-3 '

i .~

J.-

~,
-~ -I -;~3 ~

-I

-)...

..)
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23. a) Write the limit definition for f'(x).

b) Use the limit definition to show that for f(x) =x2 + 3x, f'ex) = 2x + 3.

24. A plane flying horizontally at an altitude of 3 mi and a speed
of 500 milhr passes directly over a radar station. Find the rate
at which the distance from the plane to the station is increasing
w~n the planeis 5 mi fromthe station..

3~

t;iA:rt 0W
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25. A fanner wants to enclose a rectangulararea of 15,000squarefeet,
and then divide it into 2 pens with fencingparallel to one of the sides.
What dimensions will minimize the cost of the fence? OJ

26. A can of soda is taken'from a refrigeratorand placed on a table in a room of temperature
70°F at time t =0. Let I(t) measure the temperature(° F) of the soda as a functionof
time t (mins). In all of the following questions, make sure that you give the units.

a) What does 1(0) =40 mean?

b) What does 1(10) =60 mean?

c) What is the average rate of change of the temperature over the time interval [0 , 10] ?

d) What does 1'(10) = 0.5 mean?

e) Use the information in (b) and (d) to approximate 1(12).

f) Find limf(t) ,
(-F"

g) Sketch the graph for y = f(t) ,
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PAGE 8 IS BLANK AND CAN BE USED AS SCRATCH PAPER.
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CALCULATORS NOT PERMITTED FOR 27, 28, 29, 30.

27. a) Evaluate the following definite integral showingall of your steps:

f, (6t 2 + 6t + 6) dt

b) A particle moves v~rticallywith acceleration aCt)==3el + cos(t)+ t. Find its velocity v(t)
and position set) if v(O) == 3 and s(O)== 4.

28. Find dy for the following functions. (Do not simplifyyour answers.)
dx

a) y = (x - 2)3 cos(5x)

b) Y = v-;e2x

c) y = tan (3x) + tan -I (3x )

5
d) Y = x x
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29. Use f' and In to graph I(x) = x4 - 2X3. Labelall relativemaximumsandminimums

and inflection points. y

+

3

2.

1.

-3 -J -1. j. .:I. ~
x.

-1

-)

-3

-f

30. Find the following limits. Show all work.

XIO +3
a) lim 2 10+1x~o x

xlO + 3

b) ~~ 2XlO + 1

c) lim cos(x)-1x~o 2x


